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ABSTRACT i
Si

Studies of oxo cations of Np(V) and Np(VI^ have been made on single '

crystals using X-ray diffraction and spectroscopic methods. Quantitative
i

measurements of the geometry of the criacomic ion and its uranyl(VIx analogue

have made it possible to assess the effects on bond lengths of the nature of

equatorial secondary bonds, the change in valence from V to VI, and L'ae

actinide contraction . Absorption spectra showed marked changes in the solid

state compared to the same ion in solution, especially an isotropy with crystal

orientation (dichrolsm).

The compounds analyzed were N a ^ N p O ^ O ^ - ^ O , Na4UO,(O,),-9H.vOv K>pO,. ( C O ^ .

and EcWpO, (H-jC.O,) - • 2H2O. All accinyi ior.t ware found to bi iinaa.- Tr.c . argest

difference in M - 0 bond lengchs is between 1.776 in che compound ravir.̂ , tr...
o

relatively weak secondary linkage x,a carbonate, and 1.843 A in whi^.. the peroxide

forms much stronger covalent bonds. Between compounds identical except for

change of U to Np the M - 0 bond length contracts by only about 0.01 A.

o
However an elongation of about 0.11A is observed vhen neptunium(VI) is reduced

to neptuniun(V) without change In the equatorial ligand.
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INTRODUCTION

Although the geometry of the Ur,, ion has been studied extensively

by spectroscopy and crystallography, very little work of this type has been

2+ +
done with the NpO, and NpO, ions. They have been deduced to be linear

and of about the sane dimensions as the uranyl ion, but quantitative details

have been lacking. Our studies were carried out to provide precise measurement*

of Np-0 bond lengths in the solid state under the influence of several factors

known to influence them. These include (1) the nature of the secondary bonds

around the equator of the NpO- linear species, (2) the change in valence from

Np(VI) to Np(V), and, of course, (3) the effect of the actinide contraction

by comparison to the uranyl ion. Also wo have caught tn examine tha relationship

ntfrtPan rha liuuJ luiftlltu MgTmirrtrtiig *»°q»«»*os .biiWi T« thf infrarnd-

regionj niwf have recorded the visible absorption spectra for these I0f1$ Under the

influence of several different ligand fields.

The compounds which we studied were carefully chosen with a view to isolating

the various influences on the bonding insofar as possible. As a strong complexing

ligand we U6ed peroxide and for a weaker one carbonate was chosen. After

attempts at obtaining suitable crystals of a carbonate of NpO- were unsuccessful,

we changed to acetate with which we did succeed; it bears considerable resemblance

to the carbonate. The actinlde contraction was meeeured by analysis of lsomorphous

peroxide complexes of U(VI) and Np(VI) in which the whole structure remained

vircually unchanged exctpt for the actinide atoms.

The compounds for which we studied the crystal structure and spectra in

detail were: KANpO2(CO3>3, BaNp02(H3C2O2)3-2H2O, Na4NpO2(O2>3'9H2O, &•:.&

Na,U02(O2)3*9H20. The structure of the uranyl complex had been studied

previously [1] but without sufficient precision to be used in the comparisons

made here, and a compound analogous to the first of these, namely (NH,),aO.(CO_),,

had analyzed also [2], but with less precision than here. The complex with

acetate i~ entirely nev and more cryatallographic details will be published

elsewhere.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

X-ray Diffraction Techniques

The 8ingle-crystal methods by which we determined the structures have

been described in detail in previous publications [3]. Briefly, diffraction

intensities were measured by a computer-controlled 4-circle diffractometer;

these were corrected for absorption effects using calculated values, and the

resulting observed structure factors were used to determine the structure by t

Patterson and Fourier methods. After all atoms were located approximately •'

in the unit cell, in each instance, the best values of these positions and of j,

anisotropic thermal parameters were obtained by the method of least squares. j

From these refined positional parameters and the similarly refined unit-cell j;

|
dimensions, values for interatomic distances and angles were calculated. j

f
As a measure of agreement between the final structural models and the ;

observed data on which they are based it is customary to use an index, R, defined as [

R - (£|JF |-JF |!/2|F |) in which F and F are observed and calculated structure ,

j

factors, respectively. Quite satisfactory values of this quantity were obtained [',

in each case: K4Np02(C03>3, 0.029; tla/,Np02<02)3.9H20, 0.048; Na^UO^O^-gi^O,
 ;

0.042, and BaNpO2(H3C2O2)3'2H2O, 0.085. ''•• i

Spectroscopic Techniques :

The electronic spectra of the single crystals studied have been recorded

with the singxe beam spectrophotomecer described in the preceding paper [41. The

crystals were contained in the capillary used for the X-ray work. The blanks

were made by focussing the beam on the capillary at a point away from the ;

crystal. The allt width was adjusted in order to obtain the same photomultiplier '

current as the ona measured at the wavelength with minimum absorption in the -

crystal spectrum. A polarizer was placed betv;een the light source and the

sample. ':
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THE PEROXIDE COMPLEXES 07 U(VI) AND Np(VZ)

Preparation

The formula of sodium uranyl peroxide, known for a long time, was

established as Ma,UO2(O.).'9H,O only after its complete structure deter-

mination [1]. However, in order to be able to compare the results with those

of the Na,(NpCO (0.) •9H_0 we redetermined the structure and obtained more

. precise interatomic distances. The two peroxides were prepared as monocrystalline

plates of about 1 mm length, 0.3 mm width and 0.04 mm thick by diffusing slowly

pure ethanol into a solution 1 M in NaOH, 0.1 M in H.0. and 0.005 M in uranium

or neptunium. Before the X-ray diffraction analysis the valence of neptunium

In the compound was not well established, since the reaction of mall amounts

of H2O2 with Np(VI) gives Np(V) and the reaction of H 0 2 with Np(V) gives j

the complex contained in the compound [5]. The decomposition of the complex :
e

leads to a Np(V) hydroxo complex, and i:he displacement of peroxide from the '

neptunium by uranium(VI) leads also to Np(V). The stability of the hexavalent

state in the presence of an excess of hydrogen peroxide is only due to the i

4-
formation of the NpO,(O.). ion, and the mixtures of Np(V) and hydrogen

peroxide gives the complex because at any hydrogen peroxj.de concentration the

amount of Np(VI) can be adjusted to the hydrogen peroxide in excess by the

chemical reaction

2NpO2(OH)2" + 7HO2" - 2Np02(02)3
4" + 0H~ + 5H2O

Crystal Structures of the Peroxide Complexes :

A complete crystal structure analysis and refinement was carried out for ;

both Na.UO2(O2),*9H2O and Na.NpO^CL) '9H.0. These isostructural compounds

crystallize in the monoclinic system with space group P2./c and the unit-cell dimensions !

given in Table 1. A portion of the structure is illustrated by the stereo- '•'
i.-.

scopic drawing of Fig. 1. The central focus of this picture is on the actinide

2+
atom and its environment. It can be seen that the linear NpO,, ion is surroun

equatorially by three peroxid* Ions lying in a plan* and bound to the Np in a
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bidentate fashion. The large amount of water in this compound (shown as

oxygen atoms in Fig. 1) satisfies the coordination requirements of the Na

atoms which are present. The significant bend lengths are given in Table 1

for both compounds and are discussed below.

O»I1.-O»*.7S-«|7«

Fig. 1. A portion of the structure of N ^

without labels represent oxygen atoms.

The open circles

Electronic Spectra

Important dichroic effects have been observed for the spectrum of

Na4Kp0.(02)>
>9H.0l and with polarized light travelling parallel to the

£ axis we obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 2A. The one in Fig. 2B is
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obtained by turning the crystal to make the b_ axis parallel to the light beaa.

Figure 2. Absorption spectra of thin single crystal of N

r , &
A. light |1 tofaxlg- *felr>c B. light 0. to axis c: -stal turn
r- n |. L t ' ioff 90°.
hc\«j || re -U- (The QD are not COBiparable as B

is for a thicker crystal.)

A CARBONATE OF NEPTUNIUM (VI)

Preparation

The carbonates of neptunium(VI) and neptunium(V) have been studied by

several workers [6,7]. The mono-, di-, and tricarbonato complexes have been

reported, but no single-crystal data is available. We prepared single crystals

of K,NpO2(CO.). by allowing to react slowly by diffusion two solutions. The first

(3 ml) was saturated potassium carbonate, the second (1 m£) 0.5 M potassium

carbonate and 10 M (Np(VI). After three days, well shaped, flat parallelepiped-

•hapad cryacal* of about 0.2 an length, 0.2 am width, and 0.05 mm thicknass

precipitated as the result of the formation of the tricarbonato complex, of which

the potassium salt is insoluble.
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Crystal Structure of K.NpO-CCO,).

For this substance a complete structural analysis was also carried out.

These crystals are monoclinic, space group C2/c, and have the unit-cell

dimensions given in Table 1. The chemically interesting part of the structure

2+
is shown in Fig. 3. Here the linear NpO, ion is oriented in the sane direction

as the one in Fig. 1 to facilitate comparison of the tvo. Thus it is easily

Been that the equator, in the carbonate compound, also contains six oxygen atoms,

and that these belong to three carbonate ions bonded to the Np atom in a bidentate

manner. The local environment for the Np atom is essentially the same in the

peroxide and the carbonate, the significant difference being in the strength of

complexation of the equatorial ligands and the different Np • 0 bond lengths

which result. These data are given in Table 1 and discussed later.

Fig. 3. A portion of the structure of

oxygen.

Unlabelled atoms are
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Electronic Spectrum

The electronic spectrum of K4NpO2(CO3>3 is shown In Figure 4 as for

the peroxide dichroism is observed.

Figure 4: Absorption spectra of K,NpO_(CO_),.

A. Polarised light normal to axi» B. Polarized light normal co axis but
plane of polarization turn off 90*.

In acetic solutions, neptuayl(V) ions form the complexes MpO^CH.CO. and

NpO-CCH.CO,)," [8], but soluti&ns with high concentrations of. acetate have not

seen studied and probably one can obtain complexes with higher number of ligands.

Single crystals of BaNpOjCCHjCO-)--2Ho0 precipitated from solutions which were

6M In NaCHjCOj, 0.1 H in H|0*03>2, 0.1 H in BaCl2 and 10~
2 M in NpO2

+. The

crystals are mostly rectangular paralleliplpeds with size 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm

x 0.8 mm.
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Crystal Structure of BaNpO2(CH,CO2) -2H2O

The crystal structure analysis and determination of the formula of this

compound vere done simultaneously since knowledge of the stoichiometry was

not available for this new substance. The unit-cell dimensions of these

tetragonal crystals ar* listed in Tabl* 1; the spaca group symnetry is I42d.

The basic structural unit of concern here is quite similar to that in Fig. 1

and Fig. 3, namely a linear NpO. group surrounded equatorially by three

bidentate acetate molecules. This configuration about the Np(V) is approx-

imately D_. in symmetry, but strictly speaking only has a two-fold axis which

passes through the C-C bonds of one acetate ion and is perpendicular to the

neptunyl group. The effect on bond lengths of changing frost Np(VI) to Np(V)

is found in Table 1.

Electronic Spectra

As for the carbonate of Np(VI) dichroism was observed and in Fig. 5 we can

see the two kinds of spectra obtained when the electric field of the light beam

is perpendicular or parallel to the optic axis of the crystal. We emphasize that

the spectra observed have very small similarity with the familiar spectrum of HpO_+

ions in aqueous solution because of the crystal field effect. The most intense

band is no nort than 980 na but one band at 680 nn which in aqueous solutions

is very weak.
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Figure 5. Influence of the orientation of crystal on the intensities of

principal absorption bandc ot MgBaNp0-(CH,C02)5 (Schematic spectra)

A. Polarized light 11 to the B* Polarized light 1 to. the
optical axis.eM'rit fak± . -lr optical axis..tfef/r>Y he/iff,
(optical path 0.43 ran) ''• (optical path, 0.43 mm)

The dissolution of the crystals in 0.5 M perchloric acid gives a solution with

a spectrum which contains only the bands of NpO_ ions. However the spectrum

-2 +
of 6H sodium acetate solution, 2 x 10 M in NpO- , has a spectrum which is quite

different from the spectrum of the crystals or the perchloric solution

!
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X are

i

-2
Figure 6. Absorption spectrum of a solution ^ 3 ^ 2 ^M* Np02 + 2'10 M

DISCUSSION

To summarize the crystal data we reported in Table Z the actinyl oxygen

distance as a function of the ligand in equatorial plane. The contraction |'>

observed for the peroxides as Z increases is not obvious for the carbonates t ,'

as errors in bond distances in the crystal structure determination of NH,yo2(CO,), ••;•

overlapped with the neptunium value. In addition, there is some small buc
|f,:

unknown variation introduced by replacing ammonium by potassium. ft:;

For the acetates of U(VI) and Np(V) the difference in metal oxygen distances f;;'

significant and adding one electron to NpO.lCH-CO.)- h a s tne effect of k I

elongating the bond by Q x ^ A»3, if we assume that the oxygen metal bond distance p T
. n,. a f*>icfianunefers .

in NaNp0o(CH,C0o)« [9] i s /• V/lfiYk. calculated from^tc U - 0 d l j u u u s in

Na/O2(CH3CO2)3 and the l a t t i c e parameters of Na
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Table 1

K4UO2(CO3)3

K4Np02(C03)3

NaAU0,(0,),-9H,0

Na4lK>2(O2)3-9H2O

Na4NpO2(O2)3'9H2O

a

10

10

10

6,

6,

6.

.1

.68

.22

.214

.413

.414

,383

b

9

9

9

17

17

17

o
,A

.38

.18

.177

.292

.296

.310

o
c,A

12.85

12.18

12.182

14.186

14.193

14.191

B°

96°27'

94*47'

95.152

95.52

95.51°

95.45°

O-M-0

1.79

(1.782*)

1.776

1.909
1.814

1.852

1.843

BaNpO2(CH3CO2)3'2H2O 19.17 - 9.48 " -

* Calculated from our atomic parameters for K,Kp0_(C0_)_ and the unit cell of

S. S. Malcic, Bull. Znst. Nucl. Sci. "Boris Kidrich" £,, 99 (1958).


